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ABSTRACT

Investigation of historical phonology

of a language group may include several

cycles each consisting of five stages.

Main problems concern the correctness of

phonological solutions for source langua—

ges and the typological reliability of re-

constructed phoneme systems and phonologi-

cal changes.‘ Perspectives oi predictive

historical phonology are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Historical phonology stems from the so-
called historical phonetics. Despite its

name, historical phonetics, actually, had
to manage without any objective phoneti-

cal data about most languages whose his-
tory was dealt with. On the other hand,
several historical phoneticians of the

prephonological period possessed a re-

markably good understanding of the pos-

sible directions of sound changes, of the

conditioning role of the sound system in

particular sound changes, and of the

Variant/invariant relationship. Hence it
makes no sense to try to draw a strict
borderline between historical phonetics
and historical phonology on the basis of

different authors' terminology. What is
far more significant, is the existence of

cycles and natural stages of investigat-

lng the historical phonology of related
languages.

1. STAGES OF HISTORICAL INVESTIGATION

Ideally, any exhaustive study of the his-

torical phonology of a set of related

languages (e.g. of a language family)
should begin from investigating groups of

closely related languages (the first

cYcle) and then unite these groups and
more remotely related languages step-by-

Step into bigger groups in order to re-
Peat the procedure until all the related

languages are included. Each such cycle
Consists at the utmost of five stages.

(1) Establishing for each positional

(paradigmatic) class of phonemes (con-
sonants or vowels) or phoneme sequen-

ces its set of correspondences on the

basis of the cognate set of the lan-

guage group.
(2) Reconstruction (a) of positional pho-

neme classes of the protolanguage tL

of the language group on the basis of

the correspondence sets and (b) of the

consonant and vowel systems of *L on

the basis of the reconstructed posi-

tional classes.
(3) Reconstruction of lexical items.of

the protolanguage *L in terms of the

reconstructed phonemes on the basis

of the cognate set.

(4) Reconstruction of the sets or ordered

phonological changes necessary to de-

rive all positional phoneme classes

and all phoneme sequences of each lan-

guage L of the language group from

those of the protolanguage *L.

(5) Building a family tree or a family-
tree-based net for the language group

on the basis of ordered phonological

changes.

The interrelations of a cognate set and

of the five stages are presented on the

following scheme:

~®
coo/cg; »

COGNATE SET

Note, however, that any further stage of

a cycle may cause corrections at some

earlier stage.

2.?ROBLEMS OF PHONOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION

The quality of an'investigation depends

on several factors:
(a) on the choice of the most realistic

phonological solution for each relat-

ed language (on a stage preliminary
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to a historical study);

(b) on the exhaustiveness of the phoneme

correspondence sets and on the quality

of available distributional data for

each correspondence (stage 1);

(c) on the amount of regular corresponden-

ces actually included in the recon-

struction of positional phoneme clas-.

see of the protolanguage *L (stage 2);

(d) on the typological reliability of the

reconstructed consonant and vowel sys-

tems (stages 2 and 4);

(e) on the typological reliability of re-

constructed phoneme sequences (stage

3);
(f) on the typological reliability of all

reconstructed changes (stage 4);

(g) on the choice of the most reliable

historical solutions out of the set of

competing solutions.

Note that the reliability of reconstruc—

tions does not guarantee their correctness

(i.e. historical reality).
Nevertheless, only a reliable reconstruc-

tion can be correct although there are no

correctness criteria for reliable recon-

structions. Still, among several competing

reliable reconstructions one may prove to

be more reliable than the others.

2.1. There exist languages whose phonology

presents no or few real problems at least

within the scope of historical comparative

studies. On the other hand, there are lan-

guages that create serious problems for

any phonological school pretending to
psychological reality of its solutions.

E.g., there have been long—lasting discus—

sions about the phonemic system of Esto—

nian. One of its several nontrivial phono—

logical problems is the solution of its

monophthong + stop pattern series, of. the
series of minimal pairs ( resented in the
Finno-Ugric transcription in Table 1.

Table 1

Q1 naGi makki makki maktki

makki
02 -
' maGi

méei ' makki mékcki'

Q3 méGtki maGi mafcké

In Table 1 vowel and consonant length is
indicated by means of upper diacritics,
cf. (in the increasing order): (a) short
vowels: a a a; (b) long vowels: a a a a;
(c) strong single consonants: k k k;
(d) homomorphemic geminate consonants:
Ek kk kk; (e) heteromorphemic stop clus-
ters: G(k kgk k,k. Note that the second
component in a heteromorphemic stop clus-
ter begins in implosion. In addition to
words with heteromorphemic stop clusters
also the words maGi and makke belong to
dimorphemic patterns with a root morpheme
ending in a (super)long monophthong. All
the words have stress in the initial syl—
lable. The situation is complicated by the

fact that Estonian has also a complicated

system of diphthongs (26 types in my pro-

nunciation),most of which pattern analogi-

cally to long vowels,and consonant clus-

ters with there own problems; still most

consonant clusters behave analogically to

geminates when preceded by a short mono-

phthong. All the monophthong + stop pat-

terns participate in morphophonological

alternations with each other. Native gram-

mars of Estonian group all the patterns

into three distinctive quantities, of. Q1,

Q2, and Q3 in Table 1; each quantity has,

alongside the durational characteristics,

also a characteristic pitch that has been,

however, denied by some authors.

In any case, a complicated language like

Estonian has many phonological solutions.

Most of them are wrong and thus may serve

as a source of a wrong history.

2.2. When reconstructing a phoneme system,

any correspondence must be treated as a

phone whose functional properties are un-

known. Hence, an exhaustive set of phoneme

correspondences should not include corre—

spondences established on the basis of

suspicious or ambiguous cognates. Inclu-

sion of suspicious or ambiguous cognates

and aberrant correspondences in the data

body covered by reconstructions would

probably falsify the history. There are,

however, cases where most of the original

environments of obserVable correspondences

have been lost in the course of later

changes. In such cases the reliability of

reconstructions depends first of all on

the number of correspondences covered by

reconstructions on condition that no rela-

tively big cognate set is ignored. Cf.,

e.g., the set of Permic.(Finno-Ugric),

i.e. Proto-Komi (the 1st row) and Proto-

Udmurt (the 1st line) correspondences of
the vowels of the first syllables in Table

2. i e and u g are, correspondingly.

illabial and labial central vowels, 9 g 2

are rised mid vowels. For each correspon-

dence, the number of reliable cognates 13

indicated. The number is underlined if the

correspondence occurs in the stem-final

position.

Table 2

*u *0 *a *g *g *9 *e *i

4——-1

*u 1;; 2 1 24 18 1 2

*9 22 3 12 8 29 3

*o 5_2_ 3 -9 6 3 3 2
*a _1_6 4 21 '2 5
*g 2 28 9 5 21

*g 1 2 1 15 16 2

*i 14 3 1 132 2 8
*e 4 24 3 2 2 16 2

*e .Li 7 3

*1 4 a 12 1 2 53.4
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2.E. The problem of typologically reli-
e reconstructed phoneme systems usual-‘

1y results from the presence of a great
number of attested correspondences whose

former complementarity has been eliminat-

ed by some later innovations. In such

cases usually either the actual number of

protophonemes will be multiplied or the
original structure of the phoneme system

fantastically distorted in the course of

reconstruction. E.g., for Proto-Permic

vowel systems containing 12-15 short vow-

els have been proposed. Such reconstruc-

tions are clearly unreliable.
There has been a lasting discussion about

a typologically reliable Proto—Indo—Euro-

pean stop system. The discussion has con-

cerned the problems of markedness, voiced-

ness, aspiration, glottalization, and mur-

mur of stops both in Indo-European and in

other, relatively badly investigated lan-

guage families. Interesting enough, the

discussion has not led to new phonetical

investigations of different‘stop triads

even in modern Indo-European dialects,

e.g., the Armenian ones. In other words,

even the typology of the historically

most interesting dialects of the world's

best investigated language family rests

gogtly on impressions and not on firm

a a.

The situation is still worse in the field
of the typology of changes. Although

there has been steady progress in the

field of the theory of change, the typo-

logy of individual changes is still al-

most nonexistent. We know, e.g., that

long non-high vowels tend to rise, rand

not vice versa. On the other hand we know

that all long monophthongs can be di-

phthongized.
According to Z. Zinkeviéius the Lithua—
nian correspondence series uO'VO'Voue'fi
represents the Proto-East-Baltic *o_and

not *ou from Proto-Indo-European *6u [13.

Probably he has in view three independent

changes *6> uo, *5? 911.. *fi’fl; ,
The South Estonian_long mid vowel rising

*6 *6 *é? r ”N'_ (the South Estonian vow-

els are lowereg’hi h vowels, contrasted to

high vowels E B I? .in quantity 3. cf.

2-1. and the North Estonian diphthong—

iZation of long mid vowels into no no is
both in quantity 2 and quantity 3 are

usually considered to represent the same

Change chain with a specifically South

Estonian monophthongization of uo to is

into a § 7 [2]. This contradicts the
fGCtS (1 that South Estonian has re-
tained long mid vowels in quantity 2

Whereas no Estonian dialect has diphthong—

ized its long mid vowels only in quantity

3 and (2) that in quantity 3 the second

components of the North'Estonian uo E6 is

seem to be somewhat longer than the first

ones and tend to 10Wer. Besides, in Koda-

Vere (East Estonian) described by L. Ket-
tunen [3], long mid vowels had risen and

merged in a d i in quantity 3 and di-

phtongized to us as ii in quantity 2; at
he same time long 10! vowels *a *5 had

diphthongized to ua-ii both in quanti-

ty 2 and quantity 3. Hence, both Kodavere
and South Estonian indicate that rising
and diphthongization of long mid vowels
have different prerequisities: quantities
2 and 3 differ both in duration and in
pitch. Likewise, it is possible that these

»prerequisities are to some extent univer-
sal, and probably there exist also condi—
tions when long mid vowels reveal no ten-

dency to change. Probably there are also
several other changes or tendencies that

can be actualized only under certain
“hidden" conditions.
In view of that it is meaningful to look

for such conditions comparing both dia-

lects that have retained an old feature

and those that have changed it. Apparent-

ly, often conditions are preserved after

the change has taken place. E.g., in Livo-

nian (a Baltic Finnic language spoken in

the northern tip of Kurland, Latvia) all

short vowels were lengthened (also in di-

phthongal nuclei) before a short vocalic

.cr sonorant code after the Livonian coda

polarization had taken place in long syl-

lables with plain tone and no long mono-

phthong. Later u (except after i) and 1

(after e) were dropped after such length—
ened vowels. Now a new round of vowel

lengthening is in progress. Short initial

components in diphthongs that have no con-

trastive pair beginning in_a long compo:

nent tend to lengthen [4]. This tendency
concerns alongside syllables with plain

,tone also those with stdd in diphthongs

,whose second component u or i does

not morphophonologically alternate with v

or 3. Cf. Table 3 with Livonian poly-

phthongs. The lengthening tendency con-

cerns diphthongs of classes 2 (tend to

shift to class 3) and 4 (tend to shift to

class 5). As this lengthening still re-

mains in the framework of subphonemic free

variation, Livonian must have retained the

conditions necessary for such a lengthen-

ing for a considerable stretch ofmtime.
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Estonian, on the other hand, reveals no

tendency to lengthen the initial compo—

nents of diphthongs even when they have a

relatively short final component (in

quantity 2). North Estonian dialects

rather represent different stages of low-V

ering of the final components u and i

under the influence of the quality of the,

following consonants.

3. PREDICTIVENESS IN HISTORICAL PHONOLOGY

Apparently, establishing the necessary

conditions of changes like those discussed

in 2.3 is a task of historical phonology.

Such a task means that historical phono-

logy must become predictive at least in

the weak sense of predictiveness: it must

be capable of estimating the possibility

or impossibility of one or another change.

Doubtless, predictive historical phonolo-,

gy has higher requirements for the quality

of synchronical phonological studies than

does the current synchronical phonology.

Synchronical phonology can often well ma-
nipulate any data of a local dialect or a
standard language having only an impres-
sionistic knowledge of manner and place
of articulation. Predictive historical
phonology needs considerably more concrete

knowledge. One must be able to satisfacto-
rily characterize the differences of "the
same phoneme" (a) in different positional
classes of the same language or dialect
and (b) in similar positional classes of
different languages or dialects. Neverthe-
less, collecting the releVant data on dif-
ferent phonological changes and their pre-
requisities is a task of typology rather
than historical phonology. Hence, phonolo-
gical typology must change from a branch
that eagerly deals with collection and

classification of both correct and incor-

rect impressionistic data into one that
carefully checks up the correctness of the
data it manipulates.
The perspective of predictive historical
phonology demands that the role of abduc-
tion in phonological changes must be re-
viewed. Abductive changes, singled out by
H. Andersen, are claimed to be unpredict-
able [5]. Actually there are maybe only
two classes of unpredictable honological
changes: (a) sporadic and (b those con-

ditioned by speech disorders of a presti-

gious member of a little language communi-

ty. The most striking examples of abduc-

tive change are rather chains of entirely

natural single changes. The output of oth-

er examples of abductive change still con-

tains features known from the input stage

of the change. Such changes result from

the effect of a set of universal tenden-

cies whose actual number, scope and struc-

ture is still unknown. E.g.:

(1) The number of phonological rules in a

grammar tends to be minimal.

(2) The domain of a phonological rule

tends to be minimal.
(3) The phonological complexity of a pho-

neme sequence (syllable, stress group,

word) tends to vary periodically.

(4) The number of phonemes in a phoneme

system tends to be minimal.

(5) The length of allomorphs of a language

tends to be minimal.
(6) Phoneme mergers tend to follow the

principle of minimal articulatory ef—

forts. _

The first three tendencies are, probably,

consequences of the tendency to minimize

the volume of brain work. Thus it is more

economical to memorize frequent inflec-

tional forms and phrases than to com ose

them again and again. Tendencies (4§ and

(5) have partially opposite effects: ten-
dency (5) may cause an increase both in
the number of phonemes and in homonymy.

As these tendencies act persistently they

must be considered both in historical and

synchronical phonology.
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